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Abstract 

Along with the rapid advancement of Internet technology and machine learning 

science, the data mining techniques have been widely applied on the web page 

information pattern analysis issues. To enhance the traditional mining algorithms 

theoretically and numerically, we propose the novel deep web data mining algorithm 

based on multi-agent information system and collaborative correlation rule in this 

manuscript. Firstly, we review the latest web mining methodologies to serve as the 

comparison objects. Then, we introduce the revised agent based algorithm. MAS consists 

of more than one agent, MAS using parallel distributed processing technology and 

modular design thought and the complex system is divided into relatively independent 

agent subsystem. Later, we combine the AdaBoost method to propose the collaborative 

correlation rule. As the combination, we use the mentioned two techniques to form the 

optimized and enhanced deep web data mining algorithm with the implementation of 

programming languages. The experimental result proves the feasibility of our approach 

and compared with other contemporary state-of-the-art algorithms, our method 

outperforms and achieves better accuracy with low time-consuming. 
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1. Introduction 

Data mining, as the name suggests is from the large, incomplete, noisy, fuzzy data in 

the process of digging out useful information and knowledge. The information and 

knowledge is implicit, previously unknown and have potential value for decision-making. 

Along with the computer technology and information technology application is more and 

more widely, the enterprise every year to accumulate a large amount of data, using data 

mining technology in such a large amount of data we can find out the valuable 

knowledge, rules, or a high level of information provide the basis for the decision-

making, so that the data warehouse to become a rich resources and reliable service for 

enterprise decision makers. According to the literature review, the data mining task could 

be divided into the following steps. (1) To understand and define problems. Data mining 

is not a general analysis of the process, and is not a simple data mining algorithm is 

applied to the database and then gets some. A question may have multiple solutions at the 

same time, but also consider efficiency and effectiveness. (2) Data collection and 

extraction. Collection and extraction of the related data from a database that are generally 

according to the algorithm and the user of proposed mission, determine the attribute 

domain of interest, by using the statistical methods such as sampling, the operation of a 

variety of data collection. (3) The purification of the data and data interpretation. As a 

result of the input data where there may be mistakes and inaccurate, and data mining is to 

discover internal relation of data, which requires data cleansing and understanding. (4) 

Data engine. Data mining is an inner link, looking for data search process, different 

solutions need to form different dynamic database search process, in the face of the large 

amount of data to data engine to control and optimize the data flow. (5) Planning 
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algorithm. Dig algorithm will affect the quality of mining mode, but how to choose the 

optimal algorithm has yet to form a forming theory, it is more necessary to find effective 

algorithms. (6) The results of preliminary evaluation. Model is used to assess the mining 

method depends on how good the practical problems to be solved, given only the 

accuracy of the patterns is meaningless as the real test can only be in the actual 

application, some actual detection is not possible or very difficult, so relevant experts in 

the field of evaluation has become one of the an important result evaluation method. (7) 

To refine the data and problems. Data mining is an iterative process as from simple to 

complex process that requires repeated data elaboration until the satisfied result achieved 

[1-4]. 

 

 

Figure 1. The Data Mining Steps and Procedures 

The figure one shows the basic steps of the data mining technology mentioned. 

However, according to the literature review, there are still some drawbacks and 

challenges needed for better solution. (1) Because of the relationship between database 

and data warehouse has been widely used, for them to develop effective data mining 

system is very important. However, the other databases may contain complicated data 

object, hypertext and multimedia data, data space, time or transaction data. (2) Many large 

capacity of database, data widely distributed and some data mining algorithm 

computational complexity is factor in the development of the parallel and the distributed 

data mining algorithm. (3) Multiple abstraction layer interactive knowledge mining: 

because it is difficult to know exactly what can be found in the database, data mining 

process should be reciprocal. In the face of so much data, the existing statistical methods 

and so on all had a problem of the low accurate rate [5]. 

In this research, we propose the novel deep web data mining algorithm based on the 

multi-agent information system and the collaborative correlation rule. The reminding of 

the paper follows the structure as listed. We firstly review the contemporary web data 

mining methods with the comparison of the general performance. Then, we introduce the 

primary features and the theoretical analysis of the multi-agent information system and 

collaborative correlation rule, respectively. Later, through combining the discussed 

modification, we propose the novel web data mining algorithm. To verify the feasibility 

of our method, we simulate the method with discussion and prospect in the final section. 

 

2. The Review of the Web Data Mining Methods 

Various forms of documentation and users to access information on the Web is 

constitutes the object of the Web data mining. Web includes three types of data: the Web 

page data, the structure of the Web and Web log files. The corresponding mining 

algorithms could also be separated into the categories. (1) Web text mining. The object of 

the Web content mining is made up of unstructured data semi-structured data and 
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structured data. Unstructured text data and constitute the main components of the Web. 

(2) Web multimedia mining. Media data mining is an important area of data mining, 

multimedia data correlation, or other not directly stored in multimedia database model. 

Generalized multimedia data mining is the mining of the knowledge description of image, 

video, including the text data mining. (3) Web structure mining. Web structure mining is 

the basic idea of the Web as a directed graph, the vertex is a Web page, the page is 

hyperlinked diagram between the edges as then using graph theory the topology of the 

Web is analyzed. The following figure 2 shows the existing Web data mining methods 

and its primary characteristics [6-11]. 

 

 

Figure 2. The Existing Web Data Mining Methods and Its Characteristics 

3. The Multi-Agent Information System 
 

3.1. The Basic Knowledge of Multi-Agent System 

Task allocation problem first appeared in all kinds of production, planning, and flexible 

manufacturing system is the typical combinatorial optimization problem. Because 

traditional the task allocation problem of goal is to make full use of distributed 

multiprocessor system parallelism, so a problem is decomposed into more child the 

mission, through the concurrent execution of subtasks makes problems can in the shortest 

possible time to complete. In this kind of system of task allocation is mostly based on the 

following set: system all processor can handle all indifferently tasks, namely for the same 

task, all processor should return the same result, therefore, same task only assigned to a 

practitioner. Compared with traditional task allocation problem, the task allocation of 

multi-agent system has its particularity, mainly reflected in two aspects. (1) In MAS to 

allow the Agent to accept multiple tasks at the same time, forming the corresponding task 

list, so as to make full use of the MAS parallel solving ability. (2) Use different method to 

design agent on the same issue of possible inconsistencies, therefore, to improve the 

processing precision of the tasks, a task assigned to more than one agent in the MAS 

parallel solution [12]. 
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MAS besides can integrate the data in the data source it can also operate indirect 

business operation system of data in data source. MAS consists of more than one agent, 

MAS using the parallel distributed processing technology and modular design thought, 

the complex system is divided into relatively independent agent subsystem, done through 

the basic cooperation and competition between agents for complex problem solving. MAS 

of agent of the members of the organization structure provide the interaction framework, 

to provide the overall view and related information for solving problems, and reasonable 

distribution of tasks. The members of the agent are autonomous as they may be using 

different design methods and programming language development. They perform their 

duties in MAS can communicate with each other at the same time to obtain information, 

work together to complete the relatively complex task. The figure 3 shows the classical 

scripting programming deployment of the MAS. 

 

 

Figure 3. The Classical Scripting Deployment of Multi-Agent Information 
System 

3.2. The Enhanced Multi-Agent Information System 

In the field of the MAS consultation, the thought method and technology in the field of 

the other disciplines are vital to the development of the field. Although these fields are not 

able to directly solve the problem of the AI, but what they consider a wide range of the 

research questions, provided by the technical method for the design of MAS often played 

an important role. Game theory is the study of confrontation or mathematical theories and 

methods of the competitive nature of the phenomenon, which has become an important 

mathematical tool dealing with MAS negotiation. Game theory provides a rich model for 

DAI problems, and to evolve to a lot of new research methods [13-14]. 

Reinforcement learning from the animal learning parameter perturbation adaptive 

control theory and its basic principle is: if instance of agent behavior strategies lead to 

environment is reward, so this behavior strategy after agent trend will be strengthened. To 

enhance the basic performance, the problem can be abstracted as the formula one. 

   max ,V s Q s a                                                    (1) 

Where the  ,Q s a represents the prediction value, in the MAS negotiation mechanism, 

the alliance is a set of equal, collaborative, shared some set of task agent and it divided 

according to certain strategy to complete the task. In order to make the system achieve 

global optimal, task allocation process need to exhaust all the possible alliance as system 

to list all possible alliance first, and then to tentative assignment of each task, finally get 

the global optimal solution. The formula 2 describes the mentioned procedure. 

        , 1 , 'Q s a Q s a r V s                                          (2) 
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From the point of view of machine learning will strengthen learning technology is 

applied to the MAS methods fall into the two categories: one is the MAS system as a 

computable learning agent, the other is the reinforcement learning mechanism of each 

agent has its own, through interaction with other agent suitable to speed up the learning 

process. Most of the MAS reinforcement learning research belongs to the latter. To 

change the condition and for the global optimal strategy, we optimize the  V s as the 

follows [15]. 

   max min , ,
o Oa A

V s Q s a o


                                               (3) 

Further, when the introduction of communication mechanism in the process of 

negotiation, the parties can cooperation by all parties can accept the solution, but the 

premise need each agent promises or establish mutual trust relationship between the 

individuals. In the use of traditional game theory dealing with MAS negotiation, usually 

in a static environment is discussed, the model is applied to the dynamic environment of 

DAI will be larger. As a result, needs further discussion on the basis of the static model of 

the consultation process dynamic circumstances which are listed as the following aspects. 

 An alliance allows for the multiple tasks at the same time, the former is called 

cross alliance, which is called the multitasking. Complex alliance means cross 

unions and the multitasking are allowed to exist. 

 For the task sequence can, in turn, generate the global optimal coalition, but still 

only consider an agent can only join a union and an alliance can only take on a 

task as is bound to cause agent ability and the waste of resources. 

 Many particle swarm collaborative optimization of complex union serial 

generation algorithm, in an attempt to generate the complex alliance through the 

complete tasks at the same time to maximize total revenue of the system. 

 To face the value consultation in the field of the model, by defining a state about 

the environment may be the value of a function to determine the goals of the 

agent, the goal of this agent implicit function values achieve maximum state of 

environment. 

 All the agents are not on the logical operations at the same time, but there is order 

and to get other agent has completed strategy choice. 

In particle swarm, only send messages to other particles global extreme value, this is a 

one-way flow of information, the whole process of searching for updates is to follow the 

current process of the optimal solution rapidly to the point of basic convergence, the 

convergence of particle swarm could easily lead to rapid convergence to the local optimal 

domain and cause premature convergence. The formula 4 defines the optimized form. 

1,....,i n ix C                                                (4) 

Take information positive feedback method to improve the global search ability of 

particle swarm, the main idea is: subgroup searches independently, each subgroup 

according to their own search to date to the most advantage of the fixed group of speed 

and position of particle and compare the most advantages, find out the global optimal 

particle, the "law of the jungle, the survival of the fittest" exit strategy, the global optimal 

particle to replace each subgroup of the worst particles, but each subgroup own global 

extrema. With each iteration of the global optimal particle as guidance information affect 

the evolution of each subgroup, but does not alter behavior of each subgroup blindly 

direction. The introduction of population information positive feedback and is, in fact, by 

the independent groups coding mode of restructuring, increase the number of the 

corresponding coding mode, so as to avoid the core occurrence of the premature 

convergence. The figure four demonstrates the modification. 
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Figure 4. The Agent Topology Distribution for the Overall Performance 
Enhancement 

4. The Optimized Collaborative Correlation Rule 
 

4.1. The Cooperative Association Analysis 

Correlation method based on machine learning is a kind of the real-time event 

correlation method. The basic idea is: using machine learning method for security event 

data correlation analysis, and generate the corresponding sequence. Collaborative forensic 

computing refers to from target system found in all available resources, and related 

information, interpretation, analysis with the evidence to determine the causation.  

Faced with record structure and the storage methods of the different heterogeneous log 

data sources, the first thing to do is data cleaning. Main work includes: in the process of 

data cleaning to establish a unified time format and complete time synchronization, 

dealing with invalid values and the missing value, extract the needed fields, finally in the 

unified database, the formation of the original data source.  

After completion of the data cleaning data network security can on demand the analysis 

but the structure of the logging, caused huge obstacle to multi-source collaborative 

analysis, data fusion is imperative. Information visualization and the visual analysis 

technology is a new research field of multidisciplinary integration, it will be the massive 

high-dimensional data in graphics way express, and provide the effective means of 

interaction and improve people's cognitive ability, to quickly find data in the implicit 

rules, patterns and trends. Visualization technology through a graphical mapping and 

interactive methods, help analysts perceive the information in the network security data 

more efficiently, more quickly identify abnormal events and the general attack 

characteristics [16].  

Based on a variety of heterogeneous data in network security feature level fusion, 

realized from the big data to small data conversion and also established the basis of 

analyzing multi-source data together. Network security incidents and the characteristics of 

network security time-series data two unified format level data will be used as input data 

source of visual analysis tools of network security, so that we can better play to the role of 

the visual analysis technology to help users efficiently grasp the overall network security 

status. 
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Figure 5. The Cooperative Association for the Data Sets 

4.2. The AdaBoost Assisted Collaborative Correlation Rule 

AdaBoost algorithm according to different training sets the same weak classifier, then 

put these on the different training set classifier together, constitutes a stronger the final 

classifier. Theory has been proved that as long as each weak classifier classification 

abilities is better than random guesses, when its number tends to infinity, the strong 

classifier error rate will tend to zero. The algorithm itself by changing data distribution, 

every time it according to the training set of classification of each sample is correct, the 

overall classification accuracy as well as last time to determine the weights of each 

sample. For multiple target classification, common methods are not level and level two 

ways. The hierarchy method in composed of the target expression feature space, with 

linear or nonlinear function split target set. 

AdaBoost algorithm adjusted Boosting algorithm, ability to weak classifier error 

obtained by learning adaptability adjustment: use AdaBoost classifier can eliminate some 

unnecessary training data characteristics, and focus on the key training data, and the 

greater the difference between each weak classifier as the integrated strong classifier 

better generalization ability. The formula 5~6 show the principles of the technique [17-

19]. 

   
1

, ,
R

i j i i i ji
K x x x x 


                                          (5) 

 
2

, ,2

1
, exp

2
i i j i j j l

l

x x x x


 
   

 
                                    (6) 

Of single classifier AdaBoost algorithm, the consolidation process is particularly 

important is the weight of each member classifier has to combine. It is represented as the 

component classifier candidates to probability that the training set. Assumptions, a sample 

points have been classified accurately, is under constructing a training set, it reduce 

selected probability. On the contrary, if a sample point is not correct classification, the 

weight of it can improve accordingly. The calculation step could be reflected from the 

formula 7. 

   
1

T

t tt
f x h x


                                               (7) 

Based on similarity and algorithms in the field of the application of the correlation of 

the consideration here only the traditional algorithm and the template matching calculate 

methods comparing with evolutionary algorithm. Traditional algorithm has high 

recognition rate and recognition rate, but the vast amounts of weak feature selection 

process to make training takes seriously, the algorithm converges slowly. In the 

evolutionary algorithm made up of positive and negative samples to generate positive and 

negative weighting template to each level of the weak classifier, and according to the 

weak classification error rate adjust sample weight distribution to construct new weak 

classifier, until get a satisfactory strong classifier. 
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Integration of the multiple classifiers is learning to solve the problem of the same 

training, when to deal with the new data, the conclusion of each classifier to synthetically 

in some way. This method can overcome the classifier of the training set the fitting 

problem, improve the generalization ability, and as good as possible to deal with new 

data. Center method based on the following assumptions: each sample and it is the center 

of the vector similarity than with the rest of the class at the center of the vector similarity, 

that is to say, think center method, the center of the class vector can be used as a 

representative of the vector and the prototype and the similarity threshold value of the 

each class are the same. Due to all kinds of data distribution in shape, density and other 

differences, which often do not agree with the actual data distribution, the basic 

hypothesis of many data distribution does not comply with the method of center to center 

deviation method of classification. In the following figure 6, the comparison of the 

AdaBoost and other techniques is demonstrated [20]. 

 

 

Figure6. The Robustness and Stability of the AdaBoost Demonstration 

5. The Novel Web Data Mining Algorithm 

Web data mining is the unknown, hidden dug up from a Web page, the decision-

making process of the potential knowledge or rules. It is to put the data mining 

technology for the resources on the Internet which is a kind of practical new technology. 

To achieve the better and higher feasibility of the mining algorithm, we should consider 

the following conditions. 

 Web content mining. The element object with both text and more than text data, 

such as graphics, images, multimedia data. Both of the structured data from the 

database, and useful HTML or XML tags semi-structured data and no free text 

structure. Web content mining can help users to search information can filter the 

useless information according to the users' search terms. 

 Web use mining. Records from the server Web use mining user access logs, or 

from the user's browsing information extracting interesting knowledge model, 
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through the analysis of these data can help us understand the user behavior 

patterns, hidden in the data to make a predictive analysis. 

 Web structure mining. From the organizational structure of the Web and basic 

Web structure mining process of link relation is interesting knowledge. Mining 

structure and Web structure of the page, which can be used to guide the page 

classification and clustering to find authoritative page, thus improve the retrieval 

performance. 

Deep of Web page classification is not only to examine the content of the page and 

their factors, such as the structure of the semantic and shall be provided according to the 

user's cognitive ability and the personality characteristics at a deeper level classification 

basis and classification results, users in the shortest time accurately for the interest and 

attention of the information on the Web. As shown below, we demonstrate the systematic 

structure [21]. 

 

 

Figure 7. The Web Data Pattern Mining System Architecture 

Users browse the web, with some kind of information needs, and then follow the 

hyperlink to guide, reading a web page. This information needs to interest in some 

concept. If we can from the user browsing path dig up the implicit information in the 

analysis of demand, we can than dig up the user's interest in the end can be modified to fit 

the page with the user's site structure. Markov prediction method is a method to predict 

the occurrence probability of the event and it is based on the Markov model, according to 

the events of the current status to predict the future every moment or period of a 

prediction method as formula 8. 

 1 2| , ,t j t i t kP q s q s q s                                                 (8) 

Hidden Markov model is a dual random process, with state and the observation 

sequences. Concrete cannot be observed, the state of the sequence of state transition 

probability, that is, the state of the model conversion process is hidden, observable events 

of stochastic process is a random function of the hidden state transition process. User 

access path through the above analysis can use the HMM model. The concept of the web 

page contains as observation status symbol set, concept model of the observed sequence 

into the output sequence, the user access path via the web set as the implicit state set. 

Calculate the output probability concept output sequence, the greater the output 

probability, show that the concept of the more likely is the needs of users in the access 

path concept, contains the concept of large amount of information of web pages that will 

be on the site layout the position of the obvious [22]. 
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Figure 8. The Core Scripting Code Snippet for User Data Mining 

As demonstrated in the figure 8, we show the core scripting code snippet for the user 

data mining. Although the users browsing process in the Web space is a browse purpose, 

cultural background, hobbies, and other factors influence the complex process, there are a 

lot of the differences, observation of a large number of users browsing process can be 

found, however, some users browsing process showed the same or similar characteristics, 

such as they browse the Web pages are basically the same, the order of the various Web 

pages are similar, this phenomenon caused the study of classification of the Web users. 

Users through the user classification, the same category with the same model to describe 

it, and a greater difference between the different categories of users browsing process, 

describe their characteristics in different model is more reasonable. In the formula 9, we 

define the feasibility measurement tool for the final evaluation. 

   
2

max 1
max

/ /
i j

m jk

jip r k

f
W f f

f

 
  

 
                                        (9) 

Backward inference is a means of the knowledge reasoning in artificial intelligence, in 

the form of association rules for reasoning, describe the association rules are showing the 

basic relationship between the URL support and primary confidence of quantitative 

standard, the quantitative standard is a kind of probability measure that is certain. 

 

6. Experiment and Verification 

In this section, we conduct experimental analysis on the proposed system. Our 

experiment can be generally separated into the following steps. (1) Add the word 

segmentation dictionary function. (2) In the crawlers and the indexing applications to join 

the relevant classification algorithm, can be in the classification of the web page 

collection and processing phase. Use of spiders crawling web pages, then the index of the 

web page, and store the location of the web pages, in order to provide a text-based search 

and return to the search results. (3) According to different query requirements, find 

corresponding index file, read database corresponding page sorting value, descending sort 

by value output. (4) For the query keywords, and find out the keywords of all web pages, 

and then descending order according to the order value. About the quality of the order of 

evaluation is mainly based on two things: search results page and the query item 
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correlation; High correlation web site in the search results list, position on the sorting 

quality better more. (5) Compare the experiment result with the others. 

In the following figure 9, we show the core code for mining the web information. The 

code could accurately catch the features and the corresponding index. In the figure 10~11, 

we show the accuracy and the distribution experiment on the proposed agent system. The 

result reflects that the agent performance is enhanced and the distribution is reasonable. In 

the figure 12, we show the comparison result, as our method performs better compared 

with others. 

 

 

Figure 9. The Core Code for Mining the Web Information 

 

 

Figure 10. The Accuracy Experiment on the Proposed Agent System 
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Figure 11. The Distribution Experiment on the Proposed Agent System 

 

Figure 12. The Comparison Experiment on the Different Algorithms 

7. Conclusion  

Data mining is a kind of implicit extracted from a large database or the data warehouse 

predictive information technology, it can dig out the data to ask potential model, find out 

the most valuable information and knowledge, to guide business conduct or assist the 

study of science which model is the result of the mining algorithm are used to get the and 

is a simple description of a probability distribution knowledge or information is based on 

the model for processing and be easy to understand. In this paper, to enhance the accuracy 

of the traditional web data mining approaches, we propose the novel deep web data 

mining algorithm based on multi-agent information system and collaborative correlation 

rule. Deep page classification is not only to examine the content of the core page and their 

factors, such as the structure of the semantic and shall be provided according to the user's 

cognitive ability and the personality characteristics. With the introduction of the multi-

agent information system and collaborative correlation rule, the mining algorithms will be 

able to deal with the complex tasks. Through the experimental simulation, we could 

conclude that the proposed algorithm holds better of the robustness and feasibility. The 

mining accuracy is enhanced while the time consuming is optimized. In the future, we 

will modify the mining scenario to test the efficiency of the method in different conditions 

and data sets. 
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